
In our seventh series of fiscal responsibility, we review how a school district budgets for changes and fluctuations in student enrollment by grade.  

Each year, our class sizes change due to enrollments and withdrawals.  WASD must account for these changes and project the needs of those 
students as they advance from year to year. For example, if a class increases in size from year to the next, we may need to hire an additional teacher, 
review the number of available classrooms, review the need for additional supplies, computers, etc.  In some years, we may have to move a teacher 
from one grade to another grade, to manage a “bubble” class.  

Bubble classes are the colloquial term used to describe a larger than normal class size.  Our current Fifth & Sixth grade classes are bubble classes at 
WASD – each of them have 40+ more students than most other grades.   That situation will often require WASD to transfer teacher(s) from one grade 
to another to “follow” the bubble as they progress through their educational program from K-12.

On the second page, you’ll see the current class sizes at WASD. Please note that there is 103 student difference between the largest and smallest 
classes at WASD!  That is a 35% difference!

WASD also uses the Pennsylvania Department of Health data on live births.  We review the number of students born from September to August each 
year, then compare that information with the number of incoming Kindergarten students 5 years later.  That information is referred to as the Cohort 
Survival Rate.  Often, the rate is lower than the number of live births for many reasons, to include: students attending nonpublic schools, students 
whose parents wait another year before enrolling in Kindergarten, parents who move out of the area, etc.

The Live Birth data helps WASD plan for future needs.  For example, the chart on the second page shows that this year’s incoming Kindergarten class 
was forecasted to be the smallest in many years, but the incoming classes in 2020 & 2021 will most likely go back to their normal sizes.  WASD must 
plan for that enrollment by ensuring that we have enough Kindergarten teachers over the next two years to manage that change.

An important aspect of moving a teacher from one grade to another, is whether or not that teacher has the correct professional certification. Its not 
as simple as moving any teacher to help manage a bubble class. Pennsylvania certifies teachers in over 60 specific areas such as Pre-K to 4th grade, 
4th to 8th grade English, Biology grades 7-12,  Math grades 7-12, special education, etc.  There are an additional 28 certifications in languages from 
French to German to Chinese.  Ensuring that we have the best student to teacher ratios, and the correct certifications, becomes another item to 
manage and budget as class sizes vary each year.

Finally – if enrollment trends continually increase, a district may have to consider the topic of expanding their buildings and paying for that 
construction.  In April we will look at how school district budgets for buildings, renovations and expansions to manage the ever changing student 
populations.

On the next page we provide additional information on benefits for WASD. If you have questions or comments, you can reach me at x1131 or 
eric_holtzman@wasdpa.org
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We’re getting more students – Does that mean we’re getting more state funding?
One would assume that when a school district receives more students, that they would also receive additional state funding?  Unfortunately, that logical 
methodology doesn’t actually occur in Pennsylvania state funding!  Pennsylvania’s Basic Education Funding (BEF) model from the early 1990s until 2015, 
did not recognize school districts that experienced an increase in student enrollment.  Thus, Waynesboro did not receive the additional state funding to 
cover the costs of additional students.
Fast forward to the new funding model for BEF initiated in 2015.  For “new” funding only, student enrollment is part of the formula, but only represents 
a small proportion of the entire methodology. Furthermore, the model looks back at the last 3 years and averages student enrollment during that 
period.  Thus, if a school district receives more students this year, the state will provide Zero ($0) additional dollars for that student’s education!  By 
the following year, the state will only count 1/3 of that student in the funding model.  It will take 4 years until the state fully recognizes that additional 
student from a funding perspective!

Grade KG First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth Total
Fairview 139 95 102 130 131 137 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 734
Hooverville 43 48 47 48 69 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 308
Mowrey 48 69 66 65 73 104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 425
WASHS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 330 294 332 312 1,268
Mowrey 88 93 95 95 81 103 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 555
WAMS 0 0 0 0 0 0 385 355 325 0 0 0 0 1,065
Total 318 305 310 338 354 397 385 355 325 330 294 332 312 4,355

Live Birth Data for WASD
Children Born in WASD during this 

time frame
Sep2006-
Aug2007

Sep2007-
Aug2008

Sep2008-
Aug2009

Sep2009-
Aug2010

Sep2010-
Aug2011

Sep2011-
Aug2012

Sep2012-
Aug2013

Sep2013-
Aug2014

Sep2014-
Aug2015

Sep2015-
Aug2016

Sep2016-
Aug2017

Average 
2012-2017

Number of Children 428 443 383 393 381 353 311 382 388 360 340

Year Entering Kindergarten Sep2012 Sep2013 Sep2014 Sep2015 Sep2016 Sep2017 Sep2018 Sep2019 Sep2020 Sep2021 Sep2022

Actual Kindergarten October PIMS 386 390 366 332 307 307 319 TBD TBD TBD TBD

Cohort Survival Rate 90% 88% 96% 84% 81% 87% 103% TBD TBD TBD TBD 90%
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